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often asked about the challenges
people about
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conduct a conversation with a low performer.
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There’s a widespread
reluctance amongst
managers to raise hard
issues or give difficult
feedback to people.
Why do so many stall?

Managing Performance

excuses for avoiding or delaying a difficult performance conversation.

Why do so many managers stall when it comes to difficult performance conversations?
number one barrier is the fear of raising defensiveness
manage it...

Dealing with poor
performance is one of
the most commonly
avoided and widely
feared species of
difficult discussions.
It’s tantamount to
pulling teeth for most
of us... But if it’s
painful for you to
conduct the
conversation, what
about the person
whose performance is
under question?

Performance Conversations
Dealing with poor performance, as most leaders will tell you, is one of the most

commonly avoided and widely feared species of difficult discussions. It’s

analogy a bit (
conduct the conversation, what about the other person whose performance is under
question? After all, from their perspective, it’s you who’s doing the dental work.

“Relax, this isn’t going to hurt”,
hurt you – but what about me?”
conversations but most staff still dread them. For them, it is going to hurt
going to give them some feedback that’s painful, personal and provocative.

“Open-up wide”.
mode. Why? Because what you’re saying or how you’re saying it is making them feel uns
– and when people feel unsafe they’re likely to clam up.

Now let’s talk extraction. In this case, not teeth. Getting people to talk is the first challenge.
We need to extract information
The person sits across from us giving one
momentarily think you’re talking to your teenage son, not one of your

Confronted by this, most of us now commit the cardinal error: we take control of the
conversation and find ourselves doing all the talking.
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A Word from the Editor…
In our conversational coaching clinics, we’re

about the challenges of talking to
people about performance issues. They’re one
of the most commonly avoided and widely
feared species of difficult discussions. Most of
us would rather walk on hot coals than have to
conduct a conversation with a low performer. In
this issue we look at what you can do to make
performance conversations less painful and
more positive, whatever conversational side
you’re on. We also preview a new Change
Forum clinic, Positive Performance
Conversations and review Kerry Patterson’s
excellent book on Crucial Confrontations.
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Managing Performance – Dealing with
Organisations spend thousands on performance management programs,
training and systems software but in the end many managers play Hamlet
and still procrastinate, sidestep or totally avoid having conversations with
low performers.

Even the most seasoned managers can come up with a multitude of
excuses for avoiding or delaying a difficult performance conversation.

Why do so many managers stall when it comes to difficult performance conversations?
number one barrier is the fear of raising defensiveness and then a fear of being unable to

>>> Read full Article in CC-E-News Issue 13

Performance Conversations – “like pulling teeth”
Dealing with poor performance, as most leaders will tell you, is one of the most

commonly avoided and widely feared species of difficult discussions. It’s
tantamount to pulling teeth for most of us.

In fact, given the choice between having root canal work or conducting a
conversation about poor performance, most people we know would
choose the former. But wait a minute. Let’s drill down on our dental

analogy a bit (ouch – excuse the pun) and see what else we can find. If it’s painful for you to
conduct the conversation, what about the other person whose performance is under

After all, from their perspective, it’s you who’s doing the dental work.

sn’t going to hurt”, the dentist says. “Sure’, you think to yourself
but what about me?” HR people tell us the same thing about performance

conversations but most staff still dread them. For them, it is going to hurt
going to give them some feedback that’s painful, personal and provocative.

up wide”. Not likely. Many people in performance conversations are in shut
mode. Why? Because what you’re saying or how you’re saying it is making them feel uns

and when people feel unsafe they’re likely to clam up.

Now let’s talk extraction. In this case, not teeth. Getting people to talk is the first challenge.
We need to extract information – and in many performance conversations, you can forget it.

person sits across from us giving one-word answers, sullen looks, huffs or grunts. You
momentarily think you’re talking to your teenage son, not one of your

Confronted by this, most of us now commit the cardinal error: we take control of the
conversation and find ourselves doing all the talking.
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with Defensiveness
Organisations spend thousands on performance management programs,
training and systems software but in the end many managers play Hamlet
and still procrastinate, sidestep or totally avoid having conversations with

anagers can come up with a multitude of
excuses for avoiding or delaying a difficult performance conversation.

Why do so many managers stall when it comes to difficult performance conversations? The
and then a fear of being unable to
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like pulling teeth”
Dealing with poor performance, as most leaders will tell you, is one of the most

commonly avoided and widely feared species of difficult discussions. It’s

In fact, given the choice between having root canal work or conducting a
conversation about poor performance, most people we know would
choose the former. But wait a minute. Let’s drill down on our dental

) and see what else we can find. If it’s painful for you to
conduct the conversation, what about the other person whose performance is under

After all, from their perspective, it’s you who’s doing the dental work.

, you think to yourself. “It’s not going to
HR people tell us the same thing about performance

conversations but most staff still dread them. For them, it is going to hurt – because you’re
going to give them some feedback that’s painful, personal and provocative.

Not likely. Many people in performance conversations are in shut-down
mode. Why? Because what you’re saying or how you’re saying it is making them feel unsafe

Now let’s talk extraction. In this case, not teeth. Getting people to talk is the first challenge.
and in many performance conversations, you can forget it.

word answers, sullen looks, huffs or grunts. You
momentarily think you’re talking to your teenage son, not one of your team members!

Confronted by this, most of us now commit the cardinal error: we take control of the
>>> Download full Article here
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 Book Review:
Highly Recommended
reading…

Crucial Confrontations –
Tools for Resolving
Broken Promises,
Violated Expectations,
and Bad Behaviour

By Kerry Patterson, Joseph
Grenny, Ron McMillan, and
Al Switzler McGraw-Hill NY
2004

Constructive Confrontations
If Warner Bros
(or was it Gaga
Patterson, Joseph Grenny, Ron McMillan and Al Switzler, co
Conversations
‘crucial’.
reminded of their books every time I do. It’s a curse!

Seriously though, this invaluable book is jam
and formulas you can learn to use to handle

I still keep Crucial Confrontation
dip into from time to time.

PPPooosssiiitttiiivvveee

PPPeeerrrfffooorrrmmmaaannnccceee

CCCooonnnvvveeerrrsssaaatttiiiooonnnsss

CCCooommmiiinnnggg tttooo yyyooouuurrr

rrreeegggiiiooonnn sssoooooonnn………

See our website for
Schedule of dates,
locations and more
information on this
program

Helping Leaders Tackle Hard Talks…

conversational formulas to make managers feel more comfortable and competent delivering
difficult feedback

Conventional performance conversations centre on ‘constructive criticism’ but
criticism. Positive Performance Conversations
positive performance rather than past negatives.

All Change Forum clinics are practical,
come with a comprehensive take
real time back at work

The first thing you can
do to better handle
tough performance
conversations is
prepare for them.
While it doesn't mean
the actual discussion
will be easy, it will
definitely make it
easier.

Preparing Poor Performance
While some difficult discussions tend to take you unprepared and by surprise
(see
c
performance for a while. You know it’s time to tackle it even though you keep
putting it off. What now?

Well, the first thing to do to handle a tough performance conversation better is to prepare for
it. While it doesn't mean the actual discussion will b
We’ve summed up some useful things you can do prepare yourself under 10 P’s...

Positive performance
conversations focus on
the future positive
performance you want
to see rather than
dwelling on past
negatives...

Keeping

triggering strong emotions that get in the way of hearing what you have to say.

One of the reasons managers avoid giving negative feedback is because t
how to craft a message that is ‘
describe what you want to have happen

MMMooorrreee IIInnnfffooorrrmmmaaatttiiiooonnn???

 To find out more
about our services,
download Brochures,
Register or make an
Enquiry contact:

CCooaac

TTeell:: 0077
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Constructive Confrontations – they’re Crucial!
Warner Bros could try to sue The Marx Brothers for using

(or was it Gaga – but who really cares?) can copyright
Patterson, Joseph Grenny, Ron McMillan and Al Switzler, co
Conversations and Crucial Confrontations, definitely have a claim on the word
‘crucial’. I haven’t been able to use the word freely in years without being
reminded of their books every time I do. It’s a curse!

Seriously though, this invaluable book is jam-packed with conversational gems
and formulas you can learn to use to handle crucial confrontations better

Crucial Confrontations and its partner volume on my top
dip into from time to time. Some tips and techniques summarised this issue…

Helping Leaders Tackle Hard Talks…
This year, we’re running a new conversational coaching clinic
concentrating on positive performance conversations.
our Dealing with Difficult Discussions clinic
program provides a step-by-step approach and carefu

conversational formulas to make managers feel more comfortable and competent delivering
difficult feedback, and deal with low performers more constructively.

Conventional performance conversations centre on ‘constructive criticism’ but
Positive Performance Conversations works on a simple principle: focus on future

positive performance rather than past negatives.

All Change Forum clinics are practical, down-to-earth, challenging, stimulating and fun and
come with a comprehensive take-away Toolkit to help you put your learning into practice in
real time back at work. Check our website for program dates in your region

Preparing Poor Performance Conversations
While some difficult discussions tend to take you unprepared and by surprise
(see Difficult Discussions – “They just drops on you”
conversations are not one of those Jagulars. You’ve been observing their
performance for a while. You know it’s time to tackle it even though you keep
putting it off. What now?

Well, the first thing to do to handle a tough performance conversation better is to prepare for
it. While it doesn't mean the actual discussion will be easy, it will definitely make it
We’ve summed up some useful things you can do prepare yourself under 10 P’s...

>>> Read full Article in CC-E-News Issue 13

Keeping Poor Performance Conversations Positive
Keeping potentially destructive confrontations over poor performance
positive and constructive is an art. Many managers tend to deliver pre
formed judgements on people’s performance deficiencies. They see this as
being positively assertive, The other perso
coercive. They’re unlikely to open up and far more likely to get defensive,

triggering strong emotions that get in the way of hearing what you have to say.

One of the reasons managers avoid giving negative feedback is because t
how to craft a message that is ‘sayable’ and ‘hearable’. The key is to use positive words to
describe what you want to have happen… >>> Download some pointers on ho
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Helping Leaders Tackle Hard Talks…
This year, we’re running a new conversational coaching clinic

positive performance conversations. An extension to
clinic – this 1-day practice-based

step approach and carefully-crafted
conversational formulas to make managers feel more comfortable and competent delivering

and deal with low performers more constructively.

Conventional performance conversations centre on ‘constructive criticism’ but criticism is
works on a simple principle: focus on future
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Conversations – 10 P’s
While some difficult discussions tend to take you unprepared and by surprise

“They just drops on you” in this issue), performance
. You’ve been observing their

performance for a while. You know it’s time to tackle it even though you keep

Well, the first thing to do to handle a tough performance conversation better is to prepare for
it will definitely make it easier.

We’ve summed up some useful things you can do prepare yourself under 10 P’s...
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oor Performance Conversations Positive
Keeping potentially destructive confrontations over poor performance
positive and constructive is an art. Many managers tend to deliver pre-
formed judgements on people’s performance deficiencies. They see this as
being positively assertive, The other person sees it as controlling or
coercive. They’re unlikely to open up and far more likely to get defensive,

triggering strong emotions that get in the way of hearing what you have to say.

One of the reasons managers avoid giving negative feedback is because they don't know
The key is to use positive words to
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